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Faculty express,
'disgust, outrage
By SHEllEY WYSONG
Guardian Staff Writer

" D i s g u s t and outrage to
extreme disgust and outrage" is
how Associate Geology Professor
Paul Puskar related the sentiments of faculty member* on the
issue of free parking as a fringe
benefit for deans and administrators in a memo sent to and read
by Faculty Affnirs Committe
Chairer Dr. Thomas Tiernan in
their meeting yesterday.
PISHKAR SAID these views
were expressed by approximately
two thirds of a 20 to 30 person
sampling of faculty in the College
of Science and Engineering.
Manager of Insurance and
Employee Benefits Lionel Proulx
also presented the committee
with three possible dental insurance plans for faculty member*.

The alternatives under consideration come from Metropolitan
Dental Insurance. Delta Dental
Plans, and STANCE (School
Teachers and Non-Certified
Employees).
PROULX SAID the Delta
Dental Plans program offers
more extensive, less expensive
care. " T h e Delta plan offers
flexibility as well as a relatively
low premium." said Proulx.
Another one of the merits of
the Delta plan presented by
Proulx was the substantial
reduction of paper work as all
paper work would be completed
in the offices of the University.
No decision was made as to
which plan would be accepted,
however. Proulx was authorized
to further investigate before a
final plan would be presented to
the faculty as a whole.

Smith talks education
By JOSEPH ROBERTS
Guardian Staff Writer

Dr. Donald H. Smith, professor of education at Bernard M.
Baruch College of the City
University of New York, was the
guest speaker of the Bolinga
Center Lecture Series at V*right
State Monday.
SMITH. NOTED black educator and education consultant,
reflected his views on the topic of
"Toward a Philosophy of Black
Education."
" I see education for black
people as a social service," said
Smith, "and social services for
black people as a part of a larger
fabric of education."
He clarified the relationship in
stating, "They are bcth concerned with liberating the minds and

M

spirits of black people, and they
both are concerned with spiritual
as well as the physical survival of
black people."
SMITH PRESENTED his case
concerning the philosophy of
black education, while documenting situations and reasoning for
his outlook. " A s we face the
dawning of a new century, we
face the reality that we have the
capability to take control of our
own educational destiny."
Smith suggested that blacks
should no longer tolerate the
oppression administered by a
society dominated by whites.
" T h e present educational
structure tends to see blacks as
inferior." he Mid.
Smith drew from t i e philosophies of George Washington
Carver. WEB DuBois and Marx.
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Firefighter* from torn
were called to aaalat In battling the Rre that
gutted the Airway Inn on C=!=ael Glenn
Highway Friday.
Damage* from the blaze are estimated at
ISO,000.
Lowell Stallx, owner of the Airway Inn,
waa taken to Greene Memorial Hospital with
burn* on hi* face, hand awd foot. Bartender
Joe Ferguson waa treated at Wright
Patterson Air Force Baae for flr*t, second,
and third degree jura* on hla arm.
Fred Stoltx, p-ner's son. waa alao Injured
when a glaaa object broke In hi* hands,

gMng him rota on both hands.
The fire began when a trench fryer
overheated and waa dropped aa Lowell StaJtx
and Fergnaon tried to remove It from the
build Ing.
According to Stnhx'a wife, there waa no
Insurance on the newly renovated bonding
and plana to reballd the Inn are being
considered on a "day by day" ba*l*.
Employee* e d l m a t e d the namber of
patrons Inside :be bar at the lime of the fire
to have been 200. All were safely evacuated
within 15 minute*.
Guardian phdo/Scwtt Reltx

Bethune, "the need for blacks to
be culturally aware in order to
find an identity in education."
SMITH'S FEELINGS that
blacks are culturally deprived in
the educational system stems
from his realization that " t h e
same educational process which
inspires and stimulates the
oppressor,
depresses
and
crualiev:-the spark of-genius in

the Negro. The Negro race, thus
educated, is a hopeless liability
of tfee racc."
Concerning the area of reverse
discrimination, as it applies to
the ease of Bakke vs. University
of California at Davis, Smith
said, "The University of California at Davis presented a weak
defense; they argued that there
is a critical storage of black and

minority doctors, when their
reason for an affirmative action
program was that they and other
universities like them, have a
history of excluding blacks from
medical schools."
Smith added in a later statement that he felt " U . C . at D.
wanted to lose."
'•WE RECENTLY entered a
(See 'BLACK,' |
>3.)

By TOM P.EYERLEIN
Goudlan Editor

committee, according to Student
Development Director Joanne
Rischer.
THE LITERARY MAGAZINE
was left in a state of limbo last
month when former editor Frank
Racz turned in his resignation,
citing as reasons academic ar»d
personal pressures.
Racz, who defeated Marshall

in his bid for reappointment in
J u n e , put the magazine's fall
issue in jeopardy with his
mid-Octo>>er resignation.

Eight apply for 'Nexus' editorship

The Wright State Student
Media CommiCec will today
consider a lengthy eight-person
roster of applicants hoping to
, take the helm of the floutdering
Menus magazine, WSU'.« student
literary publication.
"f DON'T THINK we've ever
had that many applicants not
even for the Guardian (editorship)." said Dr. Allan Spetter,
chairer of the committee.
The eight candidates vyir.g for
the Nexus editorship arc Randy
Marshall (who served as 1976-77
editor), Jacqulyn Jacobs, martha
Llndley, Debra Batten, Lora
Lewis. Rick Bloomingdale,
Eduardo Garcia, and Chitralekha
Banerjee.
A ninth editor hopeful. Brenda
Walker, submitted her application after the Friday deadline and
may not be considered by the

" I wondered if there was
sufficient interest in the magazine." said Spetter, who questioned N*xus' f u t u r e at the
committee's Oct. 21 meeting.

tues dayweather

Cloudy Tuesday and Tuesday night. Highs Tuesday from 6S to
7C. Lews Tuesday night from 50 to 55. A chance of showers
Wednesday. Highs from 65 to 70.

drop date
The deadline for dropping classes is 9 p.m., Wednesday Nov. 9.
There is a 110 drop fee. However, there 1* no fee charged for
complete withdrawal from the University.
For more Information stop by the Registrar's Office, bctwwiu
8:30 a.m. and 9 p.m. or call them at 873-2451.
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USSR marks anniversary

MOSCOW (UPI) The Soviet
Union celebrated the 60th anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolution Monday with a display of
military might unprecedented in
recent years in a Red Square
parade beneath a giant portrait
of Lenin.
Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev and other members of the
Politburo reviewed the troops
from their traditional post atop
Lenin's marble mausoleum.
Thousands of specially selected
viewers watched the parade from
the sides of Red Square.
The parade began promptly at
10 a.m., with Soviet Defense
Minister
Marshal
Dmitry
Ustinov riding into the red
Square in a gray Zll convertible.
He and General of the Army
Vladimir Govorov reviewed the

troops before the march began.
Hl-NDREDS OF units of Moscow's military garrison, along
with two army bands, uniformed
secret police, paratroopers carrying submachine guns and units
of the Soviet navy in dark blue
wool uniforms goose-stepped
past the tomb.
No sooner had the echoes of
their boots on the cobblestones
died away than another command was shouted and the tremendous roar of machinery
erupted from the end of the
square opposite the magnificent
domes of St. Basil's cathedral.
Brezhnev and the other members of the Politburo, except for
Mikhail Suslov. the party's leading theoretician who was absent,
watched the three-hour parade
from Lenin's tomb. Suslov's ab-

sence was not explained.
BREZHNEV, fur-hatted and
gloved against freezing temperatures. waved and smiled

WASHINGTON (UPI) • Ine
State Department officially announced Monday that President
Carter is indefinitely postponing
his nine-nation trip so that he can
remain in Washington while
Congress completes work on
energy legislation.
It has been known for several
days that Carter would not make
the trip as scheduled, but the
official word did not come until
mid-morning when Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance issued a
statement saying:
"Over this past weekend the
heads of the governments of the
nine nations which President
Carter was scheduled to visit
between Nov. 22 and Dec. 2 were
informed that he would postpone
his trip because of the neet; to
remain in Washington during
congressional consideration of
the administration's energy program."
THE PRESIDENT had been
scheduled to visit Venezuela.
Brazil. Nigeria. India. Iran. Saudi
Arabia. Poland, Belgium and
France
Vance's announcement said.
"The president indica'.ed in the
same message his hope thai a
mutually convenient date couid

Be lound for a later visit in the
near future."
Administration officials said
that Carter is aiming to reschedule the trip in December or late
January.
A STATE Department spokesnan raid that Vacce still intends
to go to Argentina on Nov. 20 as
planned.
The announcement of the postponement emphasized the importance the president places on
the energy program which is now
in the hands of a conference
committee of the House and
Senate.
The statement, said " T h e

president consiaers tne passage
pass:
of the administration's energy
program crucial to the health of
the American economy and of
great importance to all energyconsuming nations."

LONDON (UP!) - Amnesty
International, winner of the 1977.
Nobel Peace Prize, says it believes 18 prisoners in the United
States may have been jailed for
their beliefs, origin or involvement with unpopular political
groups.
The human rights watchdog
group said this weekend it is
investigating the imprisonment
of the 18, including two American Indians, and the "Wilmington !0."
Amnesty spokeswomar Fran
Taylor said at the organization's
London
headquarters
that
although questionable imprisonment in the United States Is not
as widespread or clear-cut as in
some other countries, some prisoners apparently " h a v e been
framed on criminal charges."
THE TWO INDIANS are Richard Mohawk and P»ul Skyhorsc.
who allegedly w t r o b e a t e a byguards at Venture County Jail in
California. Amnesty International
has written California Gov. Edmund G. Brown to request sn
inquiry.
The "Wilmington 10" have
been sentenced to up to 34 years
in jftil ip North Carolina. They
were convicted of burning a
white-owned grocery siore in

1972. Nine of them are black.
Others who** cases are being
Investigated ar_-:
-Lee Otis Johnson, sentenced
to I" years in jail for stealing $17
and a television set in Texas in
1976.
•T.J. Reddy. a black activist
sentenced to 20 years for arson in
1968. He is free on bail.
-Eva Kutas, sentenced to two
years in the Pleasanton, Calif..
Federal Correctional Institution
ror conspiracy and harboring an
•scaped federal prisoner.
•Iman Obadele, also known as
Richard B Henry, president of
the Republic of New Africa or
ganization. who received a
seven-yea- sentence for conjpiracv avd related federal charges.
-David Rice, found guilty of
first degree murder in Omaha,
Neb., in i970. Amnesty international thinks the police mayhave *r.\med Rice.
-Gary Tyler, a 17-year-oid
black youth who received the
death sentence for the murder of
a white youth in Destrelian, La.
The organization said Tyler
" m a y have been wrongly convicted of killing a white youth
and that the '.eason for this
miscarriage of justice may have
been his ethnic origin."

broadly as the parade began.
After the military review was
completed, a group of children
placed flowers at Lenin's tomb
and then climbed the steps to
give bouquets to Brezhnev and
the others.
Red Square w as decked out in
giant portraits of Lenin and
Brezhnev, and participants in the
parade carried huge pictures of
the members of the Politburo.
Throughout the parade, an
announcer shouted the more than
70 official slogans approved for
this year, and the military and
civilian participants responded
lith ear-piercing "ooo-raahs".

Energy postpones Carter trip

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU TO
BECOME A CPA

fojrafwrgna

CPA
REVIEW
CINCINNATI
COtUMBUS
DAYTON

SS3-65I-4487
614-J34-3290
523-42M08?

FOUR OF THE nations on
Carter's itinerary - Venezuela.
Nigeria. Iran and Saudi Arabia are oil exporting nations. State
Department officials said that
Carter planned to tell these
countries that an increase in oil
prices could be catastrophic to
the wx Id economy triggering
further increases in unemployment and inflation.

Group fights for 'justice'

WSU Bookstore

CLOSED
Veterans Day

Weekend
November 11, 12, 13

She Safin <£uariJian

The World
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Enonite in jail

TEL AVIV. Israel (UPI)—An American woman, who gave her
address as Enon. Ohio, has been held in jail in Tel Aviv since Oct.
25 by Israeli authorities on charges of suspicion of conflicting Arab
guerrillas, her lawyer said Monday.
The woman, Terry Fleener, 22. who gave her address as Enon,
Clark County. Ohio, was arrested on arrival in Israel Oct. 25. She
was remanded Thursday to 15 more days detention.
Attorney Felicia Langer. a Communist known for defending
accused Palestinian guerrillas, said she was not present in court
when Miss Fleener was detained. She said she will not see her
client until Friday.
FLEENER IS BEING HELD at Nevei Tirtza jail near Ramie.
Under Israeli law , suspects of a crime can be detained for two
terms of 15 days each before specific charges are brought.
A U.S. Embassy spokesman said consular officials have been
permitted to visit Miss Fleener.
"IT IS NOT SOMETHING serious," said Ms. Langer. "There's
no connection with violence."
She said the woman had been in Israel in 1976 but would not saywhy. She was arrested immediately on leaving the plane.
The lawyer said police did not tell her the specific charges
against her client.
MRS. LANGER SA'D THE woman was held for investigation for
15 days and would most likely be held for another two weeks when
that runs out.

Rescuers continue
TOCCOA. Ga. 'UPI)—Hundreds of rescue workers, aided by
construction equipment, began an exhaustive search today through
tons of smashed mobile homes, cars, mud and debris for more
victims from Sunday's dam disaster in the northeast Georgia
mountains.
The death toll at midmorning remained at 37. but officials
believed two more bodies would be found buried in the mud lett
behind when a rain swollen earthen dam above a Bible college
burst.
Tons of muddy, red water gushed down Toccoa Creek and inio
the campus of Toccoa Falls College and an adjacent mobile home
par', filled with sleeping faculty, students and their children.
MAJ. HUGH HARDISON of the Georgia Highway Patrol said
the search began at a bridge below the campus.
Rcscue workers and heavy construction equipment including
bulldozers began a systematic "section by section" search of the
area 1.5 miles above the bridge, he said.
If no victims are found. Hardison said, workers would begin a
1.5 mile search below the bridge
PRESIDENT CARTER RECEIVED a first-hand report from his
wife. Rosalyn. who flew to the devastated mountain community
Sunday to view the damage and comfort survivors.

Lice prefer affluent

( «>

WASHINGTON (UP1>—Contrary to popular myth, a new survey
shows that head lice prefer the affluent to the poor, favor women
over men and infest white scalps more than often that black ones.
Dr. Leslie Norins compiled the new survey uncovering many
facts hidden by "the conspiracy of embarrassed silence" about
lice He said the findings disprove many myths about lice.
Norcliff Thayer, Inc., a lice remedy manufacturer that financed
the survey, said medicine sales indicate there were onlv 250,000
cases of head lice nationwide in 1963—and 5 million last year.
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li s enough to keep you In hot water
Pay utility bills with what you can
earn monthly by donating plasma

p plasma alliance

165 Helena St. 224-1973
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Symposium to discuss Third World wealth
BY DAVE YETTER
Guardian Staff
Staff Writer
Guardian
Writer

The need for equal distribution
of wealth among the third world
nations will be discussed at the
symposium on the "New International Economic O r d e r " to be
held Saturday, Novembei 2 at
Wright State University.
Web Norman, of the American
friends Service' Committee, said
in 1974 a call was made by the
third world countries for a more
just and equitable distribution of
wealth in the world.
,W e think there is an unba-

^Black educator^
addresses
Bolinga
Center group
(continued from page 1)
period of reverse progress," said
Smith, noting the achievements
of blacks during the 1960's as
compared to the stagnant moves
of the 1970's. "A door that was
opened briefly during the tumultutous 60's is being closed
rapidly."
Smith pondered blacks' criticism of other blacks as he
delininated on the "pecking
order of blackness" in which
blacks divide themselves by skin
color, social class and geographic
location.
" T h e s e are only artificial
barriers which serve to divide
and spread disunity among
b l a c k s , " said Smith. "Let the
judgement of one's blackness be
how he serves."
Smith proposed that his philosophy of educating blacks serves
a twofold purpose.
" I T ALLOWS US to liberate
out minds and spirits, and assist
us in fulfilling political, vocational and social goals.
"Where we will find ourselves
in the nest 23 years is critically
dependent on how well we
understand our past, how determined we are to hold onto the
present, and how visionary we
arc at projecting what we can
become."

lance in the wealth and something should be done if the world
it going to survive." Norman
stated.

"ALREADY THERE have
been 114 nations who have endorsed this declaration." Norman continued, " b u t 1 don't
think the United States has
signed."
In a publication distributed by
the AFSC the group outlined it s
attempt at fighting the unbalance
of the world's wealth.
The AFSC "pr ovide s health
and nutrition education...im-

proves agriculture and marketing
techniques...and provides stipends to needy students and
emergency aid to people under
duress."

ease in the area, the publication
stated, adding the school children in that country are raising
chickens and undertaking a
reforestation project.
Norman said that many people
THE PUBLICATION also said in the United States have not
heard
of the AFSC but will
the various projects enacted by
the aid of the Mali government. become more involved as they
>,uch as the rehabilitation pro- learn about the program.
gram. the women's craft cooper"THERE ARE a lot of changes
ative. and the school's chicken
project, have all helped the the U.S. could make, say in it s
methodology." Norman compeople to become self sufficient.
" A n education program on mented. "and certainly we could
nutrition and child care, plus a maintain our standard of living
small clinic, have lessened dis- and make these changes."

Starting at 10:30 a . m . , the
keynote address on
alues for a

just World" will be presented by
Jaul Mendlovit. while various
topics and workshops concerning
human rights will be presented
throughout the day.
Sponsored '.n part by the
AFSC. WSU Bolinga C t . ' t e r ,
WSU Political Department, WVJ
Campus Ministry, and the Liberal Arts Lecture Committee, the
symposium will begin at 10 a.m.
in room 173 Millett Hall.

Simpson discusses job-hunting strategy

By THOMAS R. HENRY
Guardian SpecicJ Writer
Have you been searching for a
different job-hunting strategy? A
new concept was presented
Wednesday night by Dr. Edward
K. Simpson, Assistant Professor
of Marketing at Miami University. and a guest speaker at the
Marketing Club meeting in the
University Center.
The topic of Simpson's presentation was "Looking for a Job?
You have a Marketing Problem?" According to Simpson, if
we employ the marketing strategy for other things, they why not
apply these s*me marketing
principles to ourselves when
looking for a job? This is especially true of marketing majors.
HE ACKNOWLEDGED that
he feels strongly about the concept and is intt ested in helping
people. Many of his observations
evolved from his conversations
with job recruiters and students.
Simpson has had extensive
experience in business and consulting. He has worked as a
consultant for Reyncids and
Reynolds, as a district sales
representative for the Industrial
Products Division of G.A.F. Incorporated for Ohio and West
Virginia and as a representative
for Coats and Clark Sales Corporation for the state of New
Jersey.
He shared these helpful hints

that should aid us when looking
for a job.
YOU DON'T HAVE to take the
first job that comes along. Be
selective. Look at the market and
be specific as to job market
positions. Just because you have
a degree in a certain field docs
not mean that you may not be
qualified for a position in something else. For example, a job
recruiter may want to put you
into a sales position even though
you have an engineering degree.
A lot of companies have their
own training programs anyway.
Do your homework on the
company with which you are
seeking employment. It enhances
the interview and impresses the
employer when you have taken
the time to find out about '.ne
company beforehand.
Exert a little e i t r a effort in
preparing a good 'esume This
should be limited to about on
page on the average.
DURING THE interview, interact. The worst interview occurs
when there is only a questionanswer format...when you take
questions but seldom ask any.
Try to get control of the interview. There is nothing wrong
with saying. "I don't know,"
Be relaxed, natural and friendly. They don't want people who
are illfa*ease.

Be able to take " N o " for an
answer, but learn why you fail to
satisfy the prospective employer.
This may fortify you for the next
interview.
RECRUITERS ate looking for
people who will be satisfied and
loyal to the company. Additionally. they look for people who can
find unique solutions to problems.
Following the first interview,
you should analyze it and take it
apart. This could be equated with
test marketing.
Promote yourself by mean1; of
advertising. Have some per-onal
cards printed. Develop a card file
with personal card : of others for
reference. One of the best forms
of publicity is by word of mouth
(faculty, friends, relatives, etc.)
regarding job openinps Let them

know that you are seeking employment.
FOLLOW UP. Why not send a
letter of thanks for the interview?
Ask if they are still interested in
you because you are still
interested in them. This is a sign
of maturity to th«! prospictive
employer.
When talking about salary let
the money be the by-product. Go
for the interest in the job.
Employers get cautious about
people who they suspect to be
"money hungry" or who would
be prone to desert them for
another company, purely for the
sake of a few extra dollars.
Simpson ended the presentation saying, "You really are
important. You are an asset and
hrve something to offer. Go after
that interview with some pride."
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Plan feasible
and desirable

Whether President Robert Kegerreis knows it or not. he made
some highly significant comments last Friday when he left his
cloister in the Executive Wing to hear Student Caucus' proposal
for no-decal parking.
Apparently without noticing the idiocy of the situation.
Kegerreis pointed directly to the problem when he noted that most
of the monitoring of campus pa-king areas has come about as a
result of complaints from students and faculty that their assigned
spots in the F, B. and C lots were being literally occupied either byvehicles without decals. or ones with stickers for a different zone.
Of course, the president didn t mention that complaints would
not be registered if there were no aforementioned F. B, and C lots
designations to fret about.
For over two years now. the University has admitted that
no-decal parking is a "feasible but not desirable " system. If it is
indeed feasible, what makes it so undesirable? Perhaps the
lessened an:ount of complaints about not being able to find a
parking space in the proper zone makes them quiver. Or perhaps
the thought of having to give out less parking tickets is causing the
cold feet of the administrators.
Another of Kegerreis' statements during his meeting with
Cawus makes one wonder what time of day he visits the campus.
Kegerreis slid '90 percent of the time" a B deca' Holder can find
a B spot. Does this include I he hours of 10 p.m. to 6 45 a.m.7 If
not. it should. Those are about the only hours one can encounter a
B space. C'mon. Bob. who are you trying to fool? Do you honestly
believe a B decal holder would rather park in a C space [farther
away from the buildings\ if he could find one in the B zoneT Oh.
that s right, you don t have to go through the agonizing task of the
w by row search for a vacant parking space every day.
The main obstacle to be overcome low for Caucus' prjposal to
he passed is for feasibility and desirability to become synonymous,
but right now it seems like an impossibility. Unless convinced that
the students and faculty s best intsrests should be given priority
over a large income from parking fines. Kegerreis will continue to
turn thumbs down on the no-decal plan.

Are your friends
RUNNING A M O K
because they can ? find a
Daily Guardian?

r

/"IF >bU WOULD \«TE 'YES'
V OH ISSUE No. 2.

OTRERWlSE

B n t EVERYONE

YoU KNOW VeTINS'TES* ON
ISSUE NO 2.

by Libby Keller

Pushing Christmas too far
Consumer exploitation is
nothing new. In fact, for years
it has been they by-word of
American business. Their latest approach seems to be that
of beating an item into the
ground in order to sap the
consumer to the maximum.
I AM referring to, spec#cs!!;, the fact that area stores
are already advertising
Christmas items and sales,
and a quick glance at the
calendar tells me that it is
barely November. Unless
they've changed it for a long
weekend. I believe Christmas
is December 25, which is
eight weeks from now.
Advance advertising is one
thing, but department, hardware, and specialty stores
were heralding their holiday
bargains even before Halloween S-Tived.
This surge in early advertising appears to have become
worse in the past few years.
Pardon the reminscence. but 1
can remember thai as a child
my mother always told me
that Christmas was approaching after Thanksgiving had
passed. Simple calculations
will teil you that my mother
w».sn't lying to me, since
Christmas follows by almost
exactly a month.
MOTHERS OF todav are
probably telling their kids that
Christmas is coming when
school starts in late August or
early Sept ober. !t the cur«VB« trend continues, maybe
future parents will be assuring their offspring that Santa
Claus' visit will occur soon
after the Easter bunny's wagging tail disappears down the
bunny trail again.

The question that remains
to be answered is how long
consumers will continue to jo
a long with this outlandijsh
prolongation of the Christmas
season before they revolt and
refuse to buy before Thanksgiving anything intended for
that holiday.
The nature of trost of us
humans is one of procrastination. Wc prefer to slide by
with the minimum until it
comes down to a do or die
situation, when we knbw we
must
absolutely
get
something done or suffer the
consequences. The prevalence
of this attitude is reflected by
the fact that most Christmas
sales are made in the last few
weeks before the holiday.
THIS INCREASE in sales in
December may also be attributed to the tremedously increased amount of students,
teachers, and professional
employees who have vacations
just prior to the event. Personally, the only time I find to
shop for Christmas presents is
about two weeks before the
holiday, and I know there are
many in the same boat.
This makes one wonder how
successful the advance "Beat
the Last Minute Christmas
Rush" sales really are. One
would think managers would
realire tfct {oily in their sales
when only the most organized. bargain-conscious, anticipating shoppers stock up so
far in advance.
Perhaps, though the businessmen realize thM the items
they sell in late October will
not necessarily be used for
Christmas gifts, but rather for
other occasions between then

and December. (Christmas
ornaments do make attractive
birthday presents for those
born in November.)
THIS RAISES still another
query, that is given the
choice, will consumers opt for
a bargain or for traditional
l.astle bustle of shopping centers the last few days before
Christmas? I tend to believe
thai there is something magical about standing in line for
hours at a cash register after
having pushed your way
through a crowd to look for
something that wasn't there,
and settling for not second
best but third of fourth best.
Admittedly, it's a real pain in
the posterior, but it's somethir.g we've all become accustomed to, and we accept it
as part of the season.
For those who haven't or
aon't want to become used to
the interminable waiting,
crowds, and noise, there are
always the pre-holiday sales.
Apparently my mother has
sold her traditional ideas up
the creek, too. Instead of
waiting until the last minute
(she taught me every thing I
know about Christmas shopping). she asked me over the
weekend to tell her what I
wanted for Christmas. I am
beginning to lose faitf in her.
But no matter what. I'll be
standing around in lines, settling for third rate stuff,
getting generally upset with
the conditions, yet basically
enjoying every minute of it.
I.Ioby Keller is former news
and associate editor anJ currently serves as managing
editor of The Dally Guardian.

Siegal nixes 'mix and match'
To the editor:

L-l -

SHARE IT WITH A FRIEND!

Your article
"Ovcrdcte
Spreads Across Social Strata" by
Paul E. Duncan in The Daily
Guardian, November 3. did an
excellent job in reporting on
some of our recent work on acute
drug reactions or "overdoses."
There is, however, one point that
it in need of clarification.

We cannot emphasize strongly
enough how dangerous simultaneous. multi-drug use can be.
Many drugs especially sedatives,
hypnotics (such as barbiturates
and non-barbiturate sedatives,
like "sopers") and opiates can
have their central nervous system depressant effects potentiated (strengthened) by alcohol. In
combination with alcohol, even

an amount usually small enough
to be benign can be extremely
dangerous -even lethal. There is
no really safe way to "mix and
match," the potential for trouble
is always there.
Harvey A. Siegal. Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Dept. of Medicine in Society

'Support leg-hold trap ban'
To «Ae editor:

tures the .animals before they are
killed-and no other;
2) this same trap has been
banned in several other states
and many civilized countries (including England. Norway, and
Sweden) without adverse effects
on human health, food sources
etc.;
3) The proponents of the Amendment will gain nothing if it
passes except the knowledge that
unnecessary cruelty directed towards one of our states resources-the wild animals-by a

» 1 am writing to request that
you encourage your readers to
support Amendment 2--the ban
on the leg-hold trap-in the statewide elections next week. I
should first say. that those of us
who oppose the use of this type
of trap were forced to seek an
amendment t*> ban it because
such a bill was held in committee
two yea > ago and our elected
representatives were never given
the opportunity to vote on it.
The question itself appears to
be one that most reasonable
citizens of this »«ate would answer affirmatively: should Ohio To the editor
outlaw a device used to capture
wild animals that is medieval in
As we approach Tuesday's
origin and unbelievably cruel in election, 1 am compelled to join
application; a trap that holds other concerned Ohioans in
the animal by its leg for hours, speaking out even more forcefulsometimes days, until the animal ly in support of State Issue I, to
dies of shock due fo pain and/or reassure the integrity of our
blood loss, or chews its own leg future elections.
off to escape, or until the trapper
Much has been said already in
returns !o shoot or club it to support of pre-registration of
death. These traps, it should be voters because of the demonnoted, are completely non-selec- strated high risk of confusion and
tive--they seize anything that error in election-day registration,
triggers them, be it a wild and the resultant invitation to
animal, a bird, a dog or cat. As a fraud and abuse. I think serious
result many animals suffer and and conscientious voters have
die for nothing, since the trapper gotten that message
isn't interested in their fur anyBUT I have a deeper concern
way (these are called " t r a s h " over the other aspect which Issue
animals, and considered a nuis- 1 deals with: permanent voter
ance by trappers).
registration. 1 believe it essential
Recently, the opponents of the that the voter lists be reviewed
Amendment have attempted to
swing public opinion against the
Amendment by showing a series
of television advertisements that
are grossly misleading or frank
lies. In these advertisements
they claim that:
1) Our cities wil! be over-run
with rats- yet most rats are
already in the cities, not the
countryside, and they are controlled with poisons and quickkill traps, not leg-hold traps, so
such claims are ludicrous:
2) Ohio wildlife will multiply
unchecked and over-run the land,
develop rabies, and/or starve to
death. Yet. these statements
deny the obvious fact that only
one meons of reducing the
animal population-the grossly
inhumane le^-hold trap is being
banned by the Amendment.
Animals will still be trapped, but
with less cruelty. Regarding
•abies, th->t aisease is epidemic
in wild animal population in
Ohio, as it is in every other state,
ind it can only V eliminated by
destroying all ihe wild animals,
which no one is suggesting. The
leg-hold trap has be-rr; used >.
Obio fct almost 200 jv»r* *nd
hasn't eliminated rabies.
.?) Our food prices will, Jlc^e-this implies that farmers have no
other m t » t at ?.eir dispose! to
control animals threatening their
crops, an obvious falsehood
The items most likely to increase ir. pries if the leg-hold
trap is banned are wearing apparel made with animal tors, *nd
many oil us don't view that
possibility as a particularly loathsome idea. We cannot combat
oar opponents in the television
media because they have twelve
times more money to spend on
advertising than we <fc> (*600.000
vs $50,000).
The important point's to remember are these:
1) Amendment 2 bins only one
type of trap--the fype that tor-

relatively small group of greedy,
inhumane people, has been reduced.
THE BASIC question is, does
the furring industry, which has
raised over 1/2 million dollars to
oppose Amendment 2. have a
sacred "right" to continue the
legalized torture of wild, furbearing animals in this state,
that belong <o all of us. to
maintain their profit margin.
Asa J. Wilhoum. M.D.
Member fi-Vb Committee for
Humane Trapping

Issue 1 'safeguard'

periodically for removal of the
names of voters who have died or
moved from the community.
With no requirement for reviewing voter lists and removal of
such names, the invitation for
disreputable persons, interested
in candidates or issue elections,
send to the polls individual^ to
vote in other persons' names is
just too real. One doesn't have to
assume or impute dishonesty to
anyone else to want to make sure
the temptation is not there.
Recently President Carter sent
an open letter to Ohioars urging
us to retain permanent and
instant voter registration. It's a
bit ironic that the President is
urging us in Ohio to take a
position which the congress, controlled by his fellow Democrats,
has refused to take because of
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Letters

the many complaints they received from their constituents
and the risks to our election
sysiem which they recognize.
The President wrote: " O n
Nov. 8. 1977, the people of the
great state of Ohio can reaffirm
their commitment to democracy.
You will be able to reaffirm your
belief, shared by me and all
responsible public officials, that
government must be held directly accountable to the will of the
people."
President Carter should be
aware that we have had a
responsible election system in
Ohio for many years, a system
which progressively has demanded less effort on the part of the

To the Editor

citizen in order to participate. At
the same time, by passing Issue
I. we will allow election officials
to safeguard our elections
through pre-registration and periodic review of the voter list.
It's important that all citizens
have a convenient opportunity to
vote. It is just as important that,
when we vote, we have confidence that we a're participating in
an effective democratic process,
and that no person's vote is
diluted by another's fraud.
Charles F. Kurfess
Minority Leader
83 RD House District
Sandusky and Wood counties

Reader appreciates
Zehner's ministrative
concernaccountability.

I wish to express my appreciation to State Representative
Jatnes Zehner for his interest
and concern in the manner in
which the Wright State University administration conducts its
affairs. 1 hope that his action will
help spur the drive toward ad-

As
history teaches relentlessly, in
the absence of effective checks
and limitations, every governed
unit ultimately is confronted with
the cons»,-quences of the arrogance of entrenched power.
Robert Silverman

WHEN DO CHEERLEADERS
SAY BUDWEISER !
THtS GUY f/VN STANDING ON
WHY CAN'T I EVER GET THER&GUy
WHEN WE/WAKE THESE PVMJWIDS.'?
IF I GOT ANY KJNDA VOICE LEFT
AFTER THIS GAME, I'M GONNA YEU•6/MME A B.
6IMMEAU.
.
6<MME A 0 .
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Phytic*!
"Energy Related Research
on Metai Hydrides al Mound
Laboratory" will be discussed
by Dr. Bob Bowman at 1
p.m., Mor.. Nov. 14. in room
201 Fawcett Hall.
Ktoctloaa
Wright State employees
may be excused from duty for
the purpose of voting. Nov. 8.
according to WSU President
Robert Kegerreis.
Supervisors should arrange
the time schedule with individual employees to be certain
that operations are covered.
This provision for voting
has been made for those
employees whose schedules
clearly interfere with the polling schedule.
Antloch Area Theater
Antioch Area Theatre will
present " V o i c e s . " Nov. 16
through 20 at 8:30 p.m. at the
Antioch Workshop Theater.
The play, written by poet
Susan Griffin, deals with women's lives and struggles.
For reservations and information call 767-7331.
Scholarship Application*
Scholarship applications for
the 1178-79 year are available
to students who demonstrate
ccademic excellence.
Students are eligible if they
have a college cumulative
average of at least 3.4 and will
maintain full-time status next
year.
Awards range up to $1,000
and are based upon academic
excellence, creative ability,
and involvement in extracurricular activities.
Applications may be obtained in the Financial Aid
Office. 129 Student Services
or by calling 873-2321.
GA available
The College of Education
will have an opening in January for a Graduate Assistant
in Statistics and Research.
Applications are available
from room 320 Millett Hall or
106 Oelman Hall. Sfe Dr.
Thomas Matczynski in 320
Millett for details.
Cat show
The Dayton Cat Fanciers
are sponsoring their annual
show Saturday, Nov. 12, £t
Hara arena, through Nov. 13.
Phone 278-4776 for details.
Nalknwi contest
Ths National Student Fxlucational Fin d is ipo.'.sorinj,
competition to recognize college students who preduc; the
best informational niatet'.als
for otht/ students.
$12 000 in -irfioiarships will
be Awarded in this national
c o u n t called the Better Information Project: Prizes in
Education (BIPHE).
E»*cii of 12 winners will be
waraed a trip to Washington,
D.C. to accept, on behalf of
thei' schooi. a $1,000 scholarship. which will br given to
student with financial need.
Application pachets and
rules a f t available by writing:
National Student Educational
Fund. 2000 P. St. NW, Suite
305.
Washington,
DC.
20036, before Feb. 29 1978.

», vm

Ensembles Begin

The Wright State University's performing ensembles
and the University Bards will
begin their 1977-78 concert
season on Sunday, Nov. 13, 3
p.m. in the Concert Hall of
the^reajiye Arts Center

Co-op party
A covered dish party will be
held by the WSU Food Co-op
Nov. 19, Saturday at 5 p.m.,
at a place to be announced
later.
All members of the Wright
State community are welcome
to attend and p y M t e .

0HfeSailB<8uari)ian

News Shorts
Chamber concert
The New York Chamber
Soloists will perform Saturday. Nov. 19 at 8:30 p.m. at
the Dayton Art Institute.
Tickets and details are available at the Hollow Tree.
Pyramid lecture
Professor Zahi Hawass,
chief inspector of Antiquities,
the Giza Pyramids, will lecture at Wright State University of Monday. Nov. 17 at 3
p.m. in Room 101 Fawcett.
His topic will be "The Secrets
of the Pyramids."
As Chief Inspector of Antiquities for the Pyramids.
Professor Hawass supervises
maintenance and repair of the
Pyramids and the Sphinx.
T
h c lecture, sponsored by
the University center Board,
is free and open to the public.
For more information, contact Martin Arbagi, or Nancy
Fox at 873-2700.
YAF meeting
The Young Americans for
Freedom will be meeting at
Wright State at 3 p.m., Tuesday. Nov. 8. in 045 in the
University Center.
Intesested
conservatives
may attend.
For information call 4334623 or leave a note in
mailbox 0120.
Ski trip
Sign up now for a ski trip to
Breckenridegc. Coiorado leaving Dec. 9, and returning Dec.
18.
Cost of the trip is only $210.
which includes round trip bus
fare from Wright State to
Breckenrldge, seven nights
lodging at Inner Circle-saunabubble covered heated poolwhirlpool
Tickets are limited, so hurty
and sign up. For further
information, attend the next
WSU Ski club meeting,
Thursday 9-30 p.m. in 042,
I diversity Center.
Women's Center
The Dayton Women's Center is sponsoring » conference
on " t h e Needs of Women in
the Miami Valley."
It will take placi Saturday.
Nov. 12. 1977 from 8:30 AM4:30 PM. in Oelman Hall.
Needs in the areas of employment, child care, reproductive health, mental health,
education, family relations
and women in poverty will be
discussed. Speakers include
Montgomery County commiss/oner, Paula Mcljwaine,
and Minnie Johnson.
To register, call the Women's Center at 223-32%.

Education Orientation
All students planning to
enter the College of Education
winter quarter should know
that orientation will he held
November 16. Wednesday, at
3 till 4:15 pm. or 5:30 till 6:45
pm.
Orientation will be held in
the University Center in conference rooms C and C.
Entrance to the college requires the completion of 36
hours, a comulative g.p.a. of
2.25 and orientation attendance.
Please contact the office in
321 Millett Hall to notify the
college of when you will be
attending.
Miss Ohio contest
Applications arc being accepted from Oh loans for the
annual Miss Ohio Pageant to
be held Feb, 8 thru. 11.
Applicants must be bcbween 18 and 28, never married and reside in Ohio for six
months.
Write to Miss Ohio Pageant
Headquarter, 124 Maher St.,
St. Clairville, Ohio 43950 by
Nov. 19, Letters must include
a recent photo, brief biography and phone number.
Bake sale
A bake sale will be held
Nov. 11 beginning at 9:30
a.m. in the lobby outside
Allyn louge.
The proceeds will go to
finance prizes and refreshments for a game night being
held for the ladies in the
Widow's Home on Fuidlay
Ave. in Dayton.

Swtmmh>( Timers Wanted

Mode Department Concerts

The Wright State Kaidcr
m e n ' s and women's swimming teams are preparing for
the upcoming season, and
timers for the meets »re
needed.
Members of the Wright
State community are desired.
Meets are generally completed in two hours. If interested
call Jim Dock in the Aquatics
Department at ext. -2771.

The Wright 9tate Department oi Music will present a
concert of Baroque music
Nov. 19 at 8 p.n.. by the
Camerata Players as the first
event on the WSU Chamber
Music Series.
The WSU Community Orchestra will bold its first concert
of 1977-78 season on Monday.
Nov. 21. Both conccrts are
f r e e and will be held in the
Creative Arts Center's Concert Hall.
Breathe Easy Clnb
"How to Recognize and
Handle Emergency Situations" will be discussed by
Donald Burns. D.O. of Grandview Hospital, at the ne.<
meeting of the Breath Easy
Club.
The meeting will be held
Nov. 14, 7 to 9 p.m. in the
Red Cross bldg, Caswell
room, 371 W. First Street in
Dayton.
Parking is available in the
rear.
Infertility Society
The Dayton Infertility Society. a self-help group for the
involuntarily childless couple,
will meet Tues. Nov. 15 at
7:30 p.m. in the State ridt.ity
Community Room. 2601 Far
Hills Ave.
A Hors D'Oeuvre demonstration will be presented by
Marge Brickson of Lofmo's.
For details call 299-6257.
The public is invited.

Raider raffle
The Raider's Club raffle
begun on October Daze is
continuing, with a first prize
of 20 bottles of assorted alcoholic beverages.
A second prize consisting of
a large fruit basket is offered
as well as a third prize of a
case of Olympia beer.
Anyone interested in purchasing a ticket before the
Nov. 26 drawing, can call Tom
Keller at ext 2301.
The drawing will be held at
the invitational Basketball
Tournament, and tickets will
be sold at basketball games.
Choral Music
The Wright State University
Chorus and Chamber Singers
will present a concert of
choral music Nov. 20 at 3 p.m.
in the Conceit Hall of the
Creative Arts Center.
The public is invited free of
charge.

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
On- Cunpus recruiting
MONDAY. NOV. 7
Programmer/Sys. Anal. Fin.
Spec., Auditing. Price Analyst
MS. BS Comp. Sci.
MBA Fin.. Acct.. Mkt.

NCR CORPORATION
Dayton

TUESDAY. NOV. 8
U.S. Navy-CAPSON-Civilian Positions U.S.

Positions
Engineer

DAYTON POWER Sc L. ~HT Comp. Sci. Programmer Anal.
Dayton. Aberdeen. OH
Egr.
Asst. Elec. Egr.
Test & Efficiency Egr.
KEMPER INS. CO.
Chicago. Cleveland. Detroit.
Minneapolis Nationwide
U.S. AIR FORCE
World wide

AS5

'

P i a n n i n g Egr

"

Technical Rep. Egr.
Officer Training

Bill Cosby
BiH Cosby will be making
an appearance at Dayton's
Memorial Hall on Saturday.
December 3rd at 8:00 p.m. to
benefit the Sinclair Community College Foundation's Scholaiship Fund.
Fop ticket information call
Sinclair Community College at
226-2521.
Chimera solicits
Wright State students are
urged to submit papers, poems, or short stories to the
editor of Chimera for publication.
A broad range of topics is
hoped for, covering the sciences as well u the humanities.
Please bring papers to Gillian Boots of the Honors
Office. 163 Millett Hall.
Free copies of Chimera arc
available at the Honors Office.

BOWLING GREEN L'NIV.-GRAD Graduate Student
STUDIES IN BUS.
A
studcn, ip(erested
fowling Green
M a s | of Acc( o t
Mast, of Bus. Adsn.
WEDNESDAY. NOV. 9
U.S.
EQUITABLE LIFE INS,
Dayton

Sales. Sales Mgt. Any major

PEAT. MARWICK. MITCHELL
& CO.
Cincinnati

Auditor and Tax
Specialist
Acct.. undergrad. only

U.S. NAT; NURSES
US.

Nurses

DELDEN CORP.
Richmond. IN
they relocate

THURSDAY. NOV.
Bus..
Mgt.
Mkt.,

10
Econ.,
T
OBA

F!cId Salcs

trainee; Mgt.
traineee
indust. Egr.

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER Credit Sales Mgr.
CO
Dayton. Lima
BOB EVANS FARMS
OH. IN, MI

Mgt trainee
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CSN overwhelm in phenomenal performance
By RON WUKESON
G M H I M S u n Writer

.

All three are beginning to
show their age. The first looks
like he lost some hair from his
hairline to his mustache, the
second has a paunch and eye
glasses, and the third is incredibly thin these days.
But the time has only perfected their talents, and Friday night
David Crosby, Stephen Stills,
and Graham Nash gave a performance that can only be described as phenomenal to an
overwhelmed crowd of several
thousand people at Cincinnati's
Riverfront Coliseum.
Crosby, Stills, and Nash, perhaps the best preserved of the
Woodstock performers, didn't
hurt at all for the lack of Neil
Young. Their sound is now tight,

not like the sloppier sound of the
Four Way Street live album
made with Young in 1970 before
the group disbanded.
NOW THE group is not
plagued by petty personality
clashes and seelled egos, and
with a more professional attitude
about then music, their re-union
concert. "CSN Tour "77," shows
an older but more together group
of artists.
The first part of the set,
electric music with the help of
three back-up musicians, was
well organized, but a little lacking in spontaneity :n the openers.
Pre-Road Downs, Love The One
You re With, and l ee Shore.
With Just A Song Before I Go.
CSN started to loosen up. After a
quick series of songs. Wild
Tales, the title song of a Graham
Nash solo album, Shadow Cap-

tain from their newest album, laughed at the goof.
and what Nash called "classic
Crosby did seem a little irraStills", Turn Back The Pages.
tated. however, when the audiand three left the stage for a ten ence cneered loudly during soft
minute break.
parts of the song, motioning with
When the three returned they 'his hands to hold it down.
showed the warmed-up audien< e
The harmonies continued with
what they were really made of. oldie Helplessly Hoping, and See
Starting with an acoustic set. the Changes from the new alStills provided the sole guitar bum.
accompaniment for a vocally
PACING WAS the key to the
beautiful Suite: Judy Blue Eyes.
group's endurance during the
The song, with studio-perfect two-and-a-half hour concert as
harmonies that won fresh ap- they allowed individual members
plause after each stanza, brought to play while the others took a
the team their first of several • break. With Guinnevere Crosby
standing ovations.
and Nash let Stills leave the
stage, to return for Our House
THE RAPPORT between the and a powerful Cathedral, both
trio was relaxed and good-na
Nash tunes.
tured. Stills messed up the words
Stills then took the helm for a
at one point, but Crosby and solo, relieving his partners. TunNash just shook their fists play- ing his guitar with difficulty, he
fully at him as the audience finally pleaded with it "Come on.
babe, you can't do this to met"
The guitar tuned, he played
Crossroads/You Can 1 Catch Me.
Fred Johnson and Chuck Berryman, Joe Sample, Bernard tunes he did on his Stephen Stills
Purdie, Wayne Shorter. Michael
Live album, in what he called
McDonald and Tom Scott.
"Louisiana swamp music style."
Stills more than his comrades
Despite the contributions of
these talented people, it is quite ate up the audience's enthusiasm. letting their footstomps ind
evident that this Ip is the offcheers replace his guitar white he
spring of Becker and Fagen. This
ranted the lyrics in a low growl
is apparent in the group's sound
near the end of the song.
with the emphasis on rhythm,
"THIS IS a film we're very
influenced by Becker on bass,
grateful to Jacques Cousteau
and the instinctive keyboard
for." Nash said as he and Crosby
playing ».nd lead vocals of Fagen.

returned. A film of whales pl»y•ng behind them, they sang their
chilling requiem " f o r the last
whale" and title song of a Crosby
and Nash album. Wind On the
Water.
The back-up crew returning,
they jumped into electric music
with Deja Vu. Fair Game, a,:d
Long Time Gone.
Using audience handclaps
footstomps. Nash sang a rousing
Military Madness, a song from
his first solo album. After anothcr stomper. Carry On, the
three said their goodbyes and
left.
A GOOD three minutes of
standing ovation applause later
they returned and introduced
the band: Craig Doerge, keyboards. George Perry, bass and
Joe Vitale, drums, they sang an
encore of Wooden Ships
After a second retreat and
return, they had they house
lights brought up for the finale of
Teach Your Children. At the
chorus they silenced completely
and let the house carry the song.
In the midst of standing ovation
applause and cherrs for more,
they hugged each othet, then
waved and left.
Even Crosby, who didn't always seem to appreciate the
audience's enthusiasm, was
moved to yell "You guys are
alright!" as he left the standing
and yelling crowd.

AJA ' artful, lyrically intriguing
By R.L. METCAI.F
Guard Inn Feature Writer

As Walter Becker said in 1973,
" W e play rock and roll, but we
swing when we play."
Four years later, Steely Dan's
laterst album. AJA, has proved
that this still holds true for
Becker and Donald Fagen. who
are Steely Dan. The Ip is
characterized by "that ongoing
flow, that lightness, that forward
rush of jazz" which Becker cited
as an important factor in their
music.
AS USUAL, the session players on this !p arc excellent. No
matter how many various musicians participate in a Steely Dan
album, however. Walter Becker
ana Donald Fagen are the axis of
the constantly changing group.
AJA is the latest product of these
two minds. It is musically artful
and lyrically Intriguing, filled
with the usual parade of shady
characters and street folk.

Josie is the celebration of the
homecoming of "the pride of the
neighborhood." a sort of female
counterpart of Dylan's Quinn the
Eskimo. Its funky beat and guitar
work have made it one of the
more popular tracks from the
album, judging from FM airplay.
The title track of AJA creates
an exotic mood through its title
(pronounced "Asia") and lyrics
("Double helix in the sky tonight"). The music is the Dan's
unique blend of jazz, rock and
oriental, which C ey have utilized
previously on Bodhisattva (from
Countdown) and The Fez (from
their fifth Ip, The Royal Scam). It
is a blend which they perform
well, and which complements the
mood of the song.
AJA IS ENRICHED by many
musicians, including Victor Feld-

Well, wherever they've been
crawling, they've surfaced—as
they do once a year—with a real
winner in AJA.

Having a Beer Blast?
Dorm Party?
^ Winetasting?
&a
274-0943
Mailbox 1253

Dick Klein
for your
BEER & WINE
Why pay more?

IfiOOOOt

The album opens with Black
Cow, a bitter accusation by a
man jilted bv his lover. Of
course, it is not the typical
lament of faithless love—Becker
»nd Fage.Vs outlook on anything
is hardiy typica!. " O n the
counter with your k e y s , " says
the song's nattator. "was a book
lit' numbers and yc*)t remediesone of t h e s ^ s u r e l j wi'l screen
out the sonow." T?ic music is as
fairinst-Qs us the lyrics, t h i >*zz
flavor e.i'iUiiced by the electr-c
piano and saxophone.

Buy one Whopper
get a Whopper Junior free.
Bring in this coupon,
Offer expires Nov. 7, 19 77

Home at Last is an ironi; anr1
ambiguous song, one of the H s t
on the album, u the Dan's t*o
strongest points are irony and
ambiguity. It features a compcl
Sing beat, flawless keyboard
work, and impeccable brass.
"I CRIED WHEN i wrote this
s o n g , " says the narrator of
Deacon Blues, it is a sad song,
dealing with a favorite theme of
Becker and Fager.: the man oui
of tune with She rest of society, »
loser, • casualty. Through the
lyrics and music, they create the
same feeling of loss that The
Boston Rag (fren. 1973'a C-mntdown to Eti/asy) produced in the
liatemr.

It is most obvious however, in
the perspectives displayed in the
tunes on this Ip. It is easy to
believe that Becker and Fagen
"crawl like a viper through these
suburban streets" observing and
documenting.

But hurry.
Limit one per customer.

Not good w i t h any o t h e r , s p e c i a l offer
Good at all
Dayton Area Burger Kings

Void v.

re prohibited Dy law.

Have if,
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Jackson hopes to improve team quickness

By JIM ROGERS
Guardian Sporta Writer

without any seniors. But Jackson
doesn't think the team lacks
experience.
" W e have four juniors who
have been in the program three
years. We will be looking to them
for direction and leadership," he
said.
" J i m m i e Carter has played
college ball and comes from a
good junior college. We have six
ali-state players with good
experience who aren't going to
be intimidated by crowds. I hope
our opponents will dwell on our
youth, they're going to be
fooled."
Jackson says recruiting has
been extremely successful both
in ability and academics, and

Wright State Basketball Coach
Marcus Jackson has been putting
his team, which he calls " t h e
best conditioned team I've had
for the beginning of practice,"
through th« proverb:*! ringer in
anticipation of the team's season
opener in the WSU Invitational
Nov. 25.
" B o b Schaefer and Alan
McGee did an eicellent job with
our pre-seiison d r i l l s . " said
Jackson. "Wc are farther along
at this stage than any of my past
two years at Wright State."
The pre-season drills were a
three-stage program which called
for each co-captain to head up a
group of si* players. The major
portion was off-court for weight
training and a program of sprints
By DEBRA BATTEN
and running.
Guardian Staff Writer
The third portion was action on
the basketball court which was
Darrell Pace, winner of the
done outside while the main gym
floor resurfacing was being gold medal for archery in the
1976
Olympics, will speak on
completed.
The ieam this year is young, November 15 from 8-9:30 in the
Auxiliary Gym of the Physical
Education Building.
"I've been shooting for seven
years, starting when 1 was 13 in
the Junior Olympics." he said.
He entered his first competition
on May 2, 1970. and claim*. "I
developed very fast for a beginner who had never shot before,"
said Pace.-

f u t u r e prospects look good for
"This should make competing
the team.
for a post-season berth easier."
"One or two new players could says Jackson. " W e need to
break into the starting line-up attract attention to ourselves
and the others will definitely which will also b'.ing good repush the reit of the players. We cruits in the future."
will have good bench help this . Jackson and his squad have set
year."
I two major goals this year, to be
Jackson hopes to improve selected to post-season tournaover-all t r a m quickness and ment and improve consistently
speed witli an emphasis ou throughout the year.
fundamentals and better shoot"My main concern is to have a
ing on the court.
successful program. The team
needs success at home. We need
" I think we have one of the good home fan support. This is
best schedules for a Division II going to be a good team to watch
school in the country. We play and we are going to sneak up on
six Division I schools, most play teams."
only two, or no more than
This year's schedule begins at
three."
home on NOVEMBER 25 with
the two-day Wright State Invitational Tournament (7 p.m..
Wittenberg vs. Baltimore-short time ago. " I only hold 9 p . m . . Wright State vs. West
three of the world records now." Virginia Wesleyan).
Pace said. "Two of them were
The rest of the schedule folbroken recently."
lows (home games are capita"In the Olympics we had two lized):
rounds of competition, with 1440
points as the highest score of
each, for a total of 2880." Pace
explained. "I got 1264 in the first
round and 1307 in the second, for
a total of 2571 points, which won
him a gold medal.
By KIM COOKE
At the present time. Pace said
GuardUui Special Writ:?
he isn't shooting for any club or
organization. "1 just go out and
The 1977 concert set son will
shoot on my own. «',1 over the slide into full swing with the free
place." Pace, a native of Cincin- performance by the WSU Jazz
nati. is currently an Airman First Ensemble of Tuesday, November
Class &; Wright Patterson Air 8. at 8 p.m. in the Creative Arts
Force Base.
Building on the main campus.
The 19-member jazz group will
PACE IS expected to talk
perform under the direction of
about his trip to the Olympic
Frank Hilligas, Graduate Assisgames ir. Montreal, the people
tant in Music. The main purhe met there, and the competi- poses of the ensemble are to
tion he was up against. He will
acquaint Wright State students
also explain how those who are
with jazz ensemble instrumentalinterested can go about qualifyity and to provide an assortment
ing for the Olympic archery
of styles of music related to jazz.
competition.
THE JAZZ ENSEMBLE is a
"Mostly I'll just be answering
select assemblage of undergradany questions thM people want to
uate and graduate students from
ask." Pace said.
every department of the university. S e v e n l members wrote
* MINI-SEMINAR of proper original compositions or special
archery techniques e'.il be in- arrangements. One new work to
cluded. complete with a demon- be featured at the concert is Hot
stration.
Potato, by John Hall, trombonist.
The event is being sponsored Some other selections will inby the WSU Bowmen Club and clude the Maynard Ferguson
archery instructors John Coburn Primal Scream, featuring lead
and Jack Sullivan.
trumpet player Glen Wilfong,
All are invited to attend.
Fun Time and That Warm

Pace to appear
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PACE WON HIS first archery
tournament December 5. 1970.
" F r o m there I progressed to
bigger and bigger tournaments,
and won the first four 1 entered.
"In 1972. I was the youngest and
lightest person competing, being
15 and only weighing 115
pounds." Pace said.
Pace held both the national
and world championships for the
Junior Olympics competition before competing in the Olympic
Rames in Montreal.
HE CURRENTLY holds all five
Olympic archery records and
held all fivj world records until a
Free Delivery New York Subs
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NOVEMBER
VILLE.

29-CAMPBELLS-

DECEMBER 3--at Northern
Kentucky;
lO-MOREHEAD
STATE;
13-at
Miami;
16—THOMAS MORE; 19- at
Indiana-Purdue-Indianapolis;
30--WISCONSIN OSHKOSH.

JANUARY 5-EASTERN ILLINOIS; 7—at Central State;
lO-ROANOKE; 1 4 - a t Clearwater Christian (Fla.>; I6--at
Armstrong
State
(Ga.);
21-AKRON: 25-at Robert Morris; 28-YOUNGSTOWN STATE.
FEBRUARY 1 -at Indiana
Central;
4 -VIRGINIA
COMMONWEALTH; 8-at Eastern Illinois; U-BELLARMINE;
13-WISCONSIN-MILWAUKEE:
15--at
Cleveland
State*
18--KENTUCKY STATE;
20--NORTHERN
KENTUCKY;
22-at Akron; 25--POINT PARK

Jazz ensemble to
perform tonight

IS HERE

WAREHOUSE BEER
DRIVE-IS nearest you!

Feeling by Sammy Nestico, Grits
by Jay Chattaway, and Famus
(• ramus by Don Haerlie. According to Frank Hilligas. soloists in
the Famous Cramus will be
chosen by the audience.
Besides the works mentioned
above, there will be a new
feature with the addition of small
combos. Bob Tauber, lead a!to
sax, has written an arrangement
of Misty for the saxophone and
rhythm sections. Tom Boshinski.
saxophone, and Frank Hikkigas,
flugelhorn, will join with the
rhythm section in Charlie
Parker's Scrapple for the Apple.
Doin' Everything With You by
Chick Mangion; and Deodatos'
Havana Stomp.
Hilligas, new to Wright State
University this fall, received his
undergraduate training at Eastman School of Music. Rochester.
New York, and West Liberty
State College. West I.ibefty,
West Virginia. He has performed
widely as a free-lance musician
in Los Angeles and ic Las Vegas
and played lead trumpet with the
Ohio State Jazz Ensemble last
year.

